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Structure and Management
Croeso Teifi is registered as a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO) with voting
members other than its charity trustees.
Objectives:
The objects of the CIO, for the public benefit are:
To provide aid to refugees, those seeking asylum or granted leave to remain in the U.K., who
reside or wish to reside temporarily or permanently in the town of Cardigan and the
surrounding area, and to promote their harmonious integration into the local communities.
The main activities undertaken to further these objectives are:





assistance with provision of accommodation, furnishings, clothing and other
requirements essential for security and wellbeing.
arrangement with the refugees of education, providing English and Welsh
language tuition, training and work activity leading to fulfilment, skills and
employment.
facilitation of access to local services e.g. health, banking, schools, job centre, as
well as social activities and the sharing of friendship, knowledge and skills leading
to linguistic and social integration.



working with support organisations and members of the local community to share
any or all of the above charitable purposes.

For the Public Benefit:
The trustees have understood the guidance on Public Benefit and use it to guide decisions,
such as to ensure funds are used to maximise the number of people we can benefit.
The activities of Croeso Teifi explained below have helped to build community cohesion
through bringing diverse people to work together as volunteers.
The publicity, fundraising and information events have extended awareness of global
situations in particular the situation of Syrian refugees forced to leave their war torn homes
for camps in Lebanon. Preparing for and bringing a refugee family to Cardigan has advanced
cultural awareness, as has the provision of social opportunities for cultural exchange.
The work of the charity has provided opportunity to extend welcome, empathy and
kindness, which have enhanced individual self-esteem as well as pride in the local
community.
Achievements of Croeso Teifi:
This year began with the arrival of our second family to Cardigan. The parents and their three young
children arrived on February 22nd and were warmly greeted by our first family on arrival at their new
home. The first family had spent time stocking their kitchen cupboards and had already made
contact with them through the internet. After having spent much of last year preparing for the
arrival of our second family, I would like to thank our energetic talented second team who have
ensured that the family have had as smooth a start as possible to their new life in West Wales and
are looking after the new family really well. A special thankyou is due to all who have shown
friendship and a willingness to support the family. Four teachers from the second team together
coordinate to provide an exceptional level of English tuition so the family are rapidly gaining
confidence and achieving a good communicative level of spoken English. The two older children have
started school; the eldest is now in year one and is already showing a talent for art whilst the middle
child is attending the nursery. Both enjoy school and have made friends.
The father has a part-time job with a new barber which has opened in Cardigan. He is enjoying his
work, and customers, we understand, find him very friendly and professional. He is having driving
lessons and has passed his theory test. His wife is using her artistic talents to illustrate her Syrian
recipes with a view to publishing a Syrian cookbook, costs to be covered by Croeso Teifi. With
support, she is adding a few personal stories to go with some of the recipes and thank you to those
who instigated this idea and are pulling it all together.
The first family are enjoying life in Cardigan. The father has passed his theory test and is waiting to
take his practical driving test. He is continuing with his building studies at college, won Construction
Student of the Year, and has one day a week work experience with a local builder.
The family have taken part in several interviews for various media and one of the most recent
interviews, broadcast by BBC Radio 4 was heard by a family with connections to Cardigan. They
manage a trust fund for their late father and have generously donated £9000 to Croeso Teifi, the

amount needed to support a third family. As a result of this donation, Croeso Teifi are now building
a new group of First Friends and are in the process of applying for a third family.
Croeso Teifi’s achievements during the year were recognised with Ceredigion council when they won
the ‘Local authority community Sponsor of the Year’ award and one of our members was amongst
three people nominated as ‘Community sponsor champion of the Year’.
Community events
Six a side charity football tournament
Cookery demonstration by the two Syrian mums.
Syrian culture talk, by a Syrian doctor.
The wider community is a vital part of everything we do and we wish to especially thank those who
have contributed in any way.
It is clear many objectives of the charity have been met and Croeso Teifi trustees and volunteers will
strive to continue to fulfil the charity’s purpose.
Sharon Carter, Chairperson.
Financial Review:
Please see attached summary

